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the extremities were in greater evidence. These injuries are 

characterized by high- energy and comminuted fractures, vascular 

damage and important soft tissue loss. More recently, in the Global 

War Against Terrorism, reports from the United States Navy 

Medical Corps revealed an incidence of 58 to 88% of firearm 

injuries, with 23 to 39% of fractures in more than 56,000 patients 

(2). 

The increasing use of high-energy weapons in modern warfare is 

associated with severe vascular injuries. The amputation rate of 

American soldiers in World War II was 35.8% after repair and 

Hepadnaviruses are found in woodchucks, ground squirrels, tree 

squirrels, Peking ducks, and herons (10). HBV is a hepatotropic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

are not taught amply to them in medical schools. A journal club 

fills in this break of data and helps one practice evidence-based 

medicine from now on (1). In the present paper, conceptual and 

applied features of journal club, especially in developing 

countries, is surveyed, to discuss an apparent underrating of 

journal club in some medical departments, which could be due to  
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Abstract 

Apoptosis is a programmed dead of cells – the cellular membrane is left whole piece, but 

everything inside the cell is dismantled and assimilated by adjacent cells… and this does 

not have negative impact on the organism as a whole 

Editorial 

Apoptosis is a programmed dead of cells – the cellular membrane is left whole piece, but 

everything inside the cell is dismantled and assimilated by adjacent cells… and this does 

not have negative impact on the organism as a whole. Most of the scientists think that the 

DNA controls this. However, the Russian Acad. Kaznacheev thinks that “apoptosis is an 

evolutionary mechanism related to field structures of the genome” [1]. It is field what 

rules and regulates, yes, but it is not related to the genome. I spent 40 years of my life 

first photographing the aura and then I developed sensitive equipment to measure this 

weak field, which is 1,000 times weaker than the field created by the biocurrents of the 

material body.  

 

I found that the aura’s weak field rules and regulates everything in the body, not with its 

strength, but with the information it carries. I found that this weak informational field is 

emotionally sensitive [2]. I found that positive emotions or just positive thinking make 

our aura brighter and its energy more balanced, while negative emotions or just negative 

thinking make our aura dimmer (it decreases its energy and makes it less balanced). Since 

we say we are in high Spirit when we experience positive emotions and we say we are in 

low Spirit when we experience negative emotions, I concluded that our aura must be our 

Spirit. Then I found that the ancient Jewish Cabala was teaching to high priests that the 

aura is our Spirit [1]. 

 

The Russian scientist Shkatov developed equipment that allowed him to measure the 

spinning of the electromagnetic field (EMF) of the aura [1], which I found to be nonlinear 

electromagnetic field (NEMF). Shkatov found that positive emotions make our aura to 

spin clockwise, while negative emotions make our aura (NEMF) to spin 

counterclockwise. Since nonlinear physics teaches that vortices spin clockwise and suck 

energy in, obviously positive emotions make our aura spin clockwise and suck NEMF 

energy in, which makes us feel in high Spirit. However, for this to happen there must be 

a reservoir of NEMF energy from which our aura (Spirit) can suck NEMF energy [3]. 

 

In this way, I came to the conclusion that the Space Matrix from which everything 

material was created must be NEMF [4]. This Space Matrix used to be called in the past 

“ether” and its existence has been denied and questioned for a long time because it is 

weak informational nonlinear field, not visible, and too weak, which makes it difficult to 

measure. Thus, positive emotions make our aura (Spirit) to spin clockwise as a vortex 

and suck NEMF energy from the Space Matrix NEMF, which makes us feel in high 

Spirit. Shkatov found that negative emotions make our aura to spin counterclockwise. 

Since nonlinear physics teaches that anti-vortices spin counterclockwise and emit energy, 

obviously negative emotions make our aura spin counterclockwise and emit NEMF 

energy to the Space Matrix NEMF, which makes us feel in low Spirit [3]. 

 

I think that the weak informational NEMF of our aura (Spirit), which rules and regulates 

everything in the body, is the one that rules the apoptosis. When the human embryo is 

developing in the uterus, it passes through stages of fish and other animals and when 

shifting from one stage to the next, it needs to destroy the cells of the previous stage (like 

tail and the gills of the fish) to shift to the next stage. Also, all cells in the human 

body have limited lifespan and their rejuvenation requires destruction of the old 

cells (apoptosis). And all this is ruled by the weak informational NEMF, which 

rules and regulates everything in the body. 
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tail and the gills of the fish) to shift to the next stage. Also, all 

cells in the human body have limited lifespan and their 

rejuvenation requires destruction of the old cells (apoptosis). And 

all this is ruled by the weak informational NEMF, which rules and 

regulates everything in the body. 
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